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Linear Fredholm elliptic operators in unbounded cylinders are considered. A
formula for the index of the operator, i.e., the difference between the dimensions of
the kernel and cokernel is obtained. The key point is the splitting of the operator
obtained by using spectral projectors of the Laplace operator in the bounded trans-
verse domain. This, together with a continuation method, allows the reduction to
one dimensional systems for which the index may be computed explicitly.  1999
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider a linear elliptic operator of the form
Lu=a(x) 2u+ :
n
i=1
b i (x)
u
xi
+c(x) u. (1.1)
Here x=(x1 , ..., xn) # 0, where 0/Rn is an unbounded cylinder; 0=R_0$
and 0$ is a bounded domain in Rn&1. Thus the axis of the cylinder is parallel
to the x1-direction, and we denote by x$=(x2 , ..., xn) # 0$ the transversal
variable. The unknown function is vector-valued: u=(u1 , ..., up), and a(x),
bi (x), c(x) are p_p matrices. The matrix a(x) is supposed to be positive
definite,
(a(x) u, u)k(u, u),
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for some k>0, and any u # R p, x # 0 . 2 denotes the Laplace operator,
understood componentwise.
The boundary S of the cylinder 0 is supposed to be of class C 2+$ for
some fixed 0<$<1. We will use homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions:
u=0 on S=R_0$.
For any integer l, by Cl+$(0 , R p) we denote the Banach space of func-
tions which are bounded and continuous in 0 , together with all partial
derivatives up to order l, so that the partial derivatives of order l are
uniformly Ho lder continuous with exponent $.
We suppose that all the coefficients of the operator L belong to C$(0 , R)
and have limits as x1  \:
a\= lim
x1  \
a(x), b\i = lim
x1  \
bi (x), c\= lim
x1  \
c(x).
Here a\, b\i , and c
\ are constant matrices.
The operator L is considered as acting between the Banach space E of
functions u in the Ho lder space C2+$(0 , R p) satisfying the boundary
condition u=0 on S and the space C$(0 , R p). The corresponding norms
will be denoted by | } |2+$, 0 and | } |$, 0 , respectively.
If we consider the operator L in a bounded domain in Rn with a smooth
boundary, then the operator is Fredholm with index zero. Here we under-
stand the index as the difference between the dimensions : of the kernel
and ; of the cockernel of the operator:
ind(L)=:(L)&;(L).
As is well known the index can be different from zero for elliptic operators
of a more general form [14, 15, 16] or for domains with corners [3]. For
the case of elliptic operators on manifolds and an introduction to the
AtiyahSinger theory we refer the reader to [2]. Elliptic operators in
unbounded domains have been the object of much attention in the past 20
years. In the case of scalar equations, let us mention the article [8], where
asymptotically homogeneous elliptic operators on noncompact manifolds
are studied. The computation of the index is based on the study of the
mapping properties of the fundamental solution, a technique introduced in
[12]. We refer the reader to [9], [10] for a computation of the index of
elliptic operators in Rn under similar assumptions and to [1] for similar
results in Ho lder spaces. A common feature of all these studies is that the
elliptic operator A under investigation is of the form A=A+B, where
the constant-coefficient operator A is homogeneous, and the coefficients
of B tend to 0 at infinity, with an appropriate rate. This implies that the
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kernel and cokernel of the operator A (considered between appropriate
weighted spaces) consist of polynomials and have finite dimensions which
can be explicitly computed.
The problem which we study here is of a different nature because the
limit values of the coefficients at x1=+ and x1=& may be different,
and the limit operators L\ are not necessarily homogeneous.
We show that the index of operators of the form (1.1) in smooth
unbounded domains can be different from zero, and we compute its value.
Let us illustrate the situation on the following example. We consider the
following simplest equation on the real axis:
u$(t)=r(t) u(t)+ f (t).
Here u(t) is bounded together with its first derivative, r(t) is continuous
and has limits at infinity, r\=r(\), f (t) is continuous and bounded. We
assume, for simplicity, that r(t)=r+ for t sufficiently large, r(t)=r& for &t
sufficiently large. (This assumption is not necessary.)
The solution of this equation can be written explicitly:
u(t)=e
t
0 r(s) ds \|
t
0
e&
y
0 r(s) dsf ( y) dy+u(0)+ .
If r\ {0, then the problem is Fredholm and there are four cases depending
on the signs of r+ and r& . For each of them we can easily find the number
of linearly independent bounded solutions of the homogeneous equation
and the number of solvability conditions of the nonhomogeneous equation.
In particular, if r+>0 and r&<0, then the solvability condition is
|

&
e&
y
0 r(s) dsf ( y) dy=0.
The index of the problem is given by the formula
ind=s++s&&1,
where s+ is the number of solutions of the equation dudt=r+ u which are
bounded near +, s& is the number of solutions of the equation dudt=
r&u which are bounded near &. Of course, s+ and s& can be easily
connected to the signs of r+ and r& .
For systems of equations, solutions cannot be found explicitly. However,
it is still possible to compute the index and it has a similar form:
ind=s++s&& p.
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Here s+ and s& are the number of bounded solutions of the corresponding
limiting equations at + and &, and p is the dimension of the system.
In other words, s+ is the number of eigenvalues of the matrix r+ with
negative real part, and s& is the number of eigenvalues of the matrix r&
with positive real part. As we will see in Section 3, both the dimension of
the kernel of the corresponding operator and the codimension of its image
can change under small deformations. However, their difference, i.e., the
index of the operator, remains the same under deformations in the class of
Fredholm operators. This is a well-known fact in the theory of Fredholm
operators. However, it is interesting to see explicitly how some extra terms
appear in the : and ; characteristics, but do not change their difference.
To compute the index for second order operators, we reduce them to
first order operators. Finally, to study elliptic operators in cylinders, we use
spectral projectors corresponding to the Laplace operator in the section of
the cylinder and reduce the multidimensional problem to one-dimensional
problems along the axis of the cylinder.
An interesting question connected with the computation of the index
concerns homotopy classes of Fredholm operators. We show that there are
different homotopy classes of Fredholm elliptic operators with the same
index. This can already be seen on elementary examples (Section 3.5).
One of the essential points in the computation of the index is to use the
fact that it does not change under deformations of the operator in the class
of Fredholm operators.
The contents of the paper are as follows. We discuss conditions under
which the operators considered in Ho lder spaces are Fredholm in Section 2.
We compute the index for ordinary differential operators in Section 3 and
for elliptic partial differential operators in Section 4.
In what follows, for any operator L we denote the null-space by N(L),
the range by R(L), the : characteristic of L is the dimension of N(L), and
the ; characteristic is the codimension of R(L).
2. FREDHOLM OPERATORS
We recall that an operator is said to be Fredholm if its kernel and cokernel
are finite dimensional. We now give conditions under which elliptic operators
are Fredholm and recall some properties of Fredholm operators which will
be used in the following.
Consider the operators L+ and L& acting between E and C$(0 , R p),
defined by
L\u=a\ 2u+ :
n
i=1
b\i
u
x i
+c\u, (2.1)
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and the problem
L\! v=*v, v |0$=0, (2.2)
where
L\! v=a
\2$v+ :
n
k=2
b\k
v
xk
+c\v&!2a\v+i!b\1 v,
2$v= :
n
k=2
2v
x2k
.
Here the operators L\! are considered as acting between C
2+$(0 $, C p) and
C$(0 $, C p). The Problem (2.2) is obtained from the corresponding eigen-
value problem for the operators L\, by applying (formally) the Fourier
transform with respect to the x1 variable. We use the following condition:
Condition 1. For all real !, the problem (2.2) does not have the eigen-
value *=0.
In [18] we proved the following theorem, under more general assump-
tions on the coefficients of the operator (see also [11, 13]):
Theorem 2.1. Condition 1 is a necessary and sufficient condition for the
operator L to be normally solvable with a finite : characteristic.
Suppose that there exists a continuous deformation L{ such that for each
{ Condition 1 is satisfied. If for some value {0 the ; characteristic is infinite,
then it is infinite for all { [5]. Hence if it is finite for some {, then it is finite
for all { and the operator is Fredholm also for all {. Then its index does
not change. Thus, we can use the following approach to compute the index.
We construct a continuous deformation of the operator L to some other
operator L0 with a finite ; characteristic. If this deformation is fulfilled in
the class of operators satisfying Condition 1, then ind(L)=ind(L0). In
particular, we can change the operator in such a way that the limiting
values of its coefficients at \ do not change.
3. ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS ON THE REAL LINE
3.1. Notations
Hereafter, for any integer l the notation C lb(R, R
p) denotes the space of
functions which are defined on R, take their values in R p, and whose
derivatives of all orders up to l are continuous and bounded. In particular,
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the space C 0b(R, R
p) is a Banach space for the uniform norm. Let M be a
continuous matrix-valued function defined on R, having limits at infinity:
M(t)  A\ as t  \.
On C0b(R, R
p) we consider the operator T defined by
u [ u$+Mu,
with domain D(T)=C 1b(R, R
p).
Together with T we consider the operator T which has the same domain
and is associated to some continuous matrix-valued function A (in place of
M) such that
A(t)=A& for t&1, A+ for 1t. (3.1)
We will denote by E\ the spectral projector associated to the set of all
eigenvalues of A\ having positive real part. We shall repeatedly use the
fact that E\ commutes with any function of A\ whenever the latter can be
defined.
We will assume the following condition on the spectrum of A\ :
_(A\) & iR=<. (3.2)
We wish to show that under this assumption the operator T is Fredholm
and to compute its index in terms of the projectors E\ (see [4, 6, 15] for
related results on the half-line). The main tool we use is the variation of
constants formula.
3.2. Representation of the Solution
Let f # C 0b(R, R
p) be given, and let u # D(T ) be a solution to the equation
du
dt
+Au= f. (3.3)
Let us denote by Y=Y(t) the fundamental matrix associated to T ,
defined by
dY
dt
+A(t) Y=0, Y(&1)=I.
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We remark that Y can be written explicitly,
for t&1: Y(t)=e&(t+1) A& (3.4)
for t1: Y(t)=e&(t&1) A+4, (3.5)
where 4=Y(1) is an invertible p_p matrix.
Therefore, in the range |t|1, the solution u is given by
for t&1: u(t)=e&(t+1) A&u(&1)&|
&1
t
e&(t&s) A&f (s) ds,
for 1t: u(t)=e&(t&1) A+4u(&1)
+e&(t&1) A+4 |
1
&1
Y(s)&1 f (s) ds
+e&(t&1) A+ |
t
1
e(s&1) A+f (s) ds. (3.6)
Let us first consider the case t>1. The formula defining u(t) yields
e(t&1) A+(I&E+) u(t)=(I&E+) 4u(&1)+(I&E+) 4 |
1
&1
Y(s)&1 f (s) ds
+|
t
1
e(s&1) A+(I&E+) f (s) ds. (3.7)
The l.h.s. of (3.7) tends to 0 as t  +; thus, we get a first compatibility
relation:
(I&E+) 4u(&1)=&(I&E+) 4 |
1
&1
Y(s)&1 f (s) ds
&|

1
e (s&1) A+(I&E+) f (s) ds. (3.8)
Using this relation we can now express u(t) for t>1 as follows:
u(t)=e&(t&1) A+E+4 _u(&1)+|
1
&1
Y(s)&1 f (s) ds&
+|
t
1
e&(t&s) A+E+ f (s) ds&|

t
e&(t&s) A+(I&E+) f (s) ds. (3.9)
Note that all integrals appearing in this expression are automatically
finite.
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Similarly for t<&1 we have the relation
e(t+1) A&E&u(t)=E&u(&1)&|
&1
t
e(s+1) A&E& f (s) ds, (3.10)
which yields
E& u(&1)=|
&1
&
e(s+1) A&E& f (s) ds. (3.11)
This in turn gives the following expression for u(t) for t< &1:
u(t)=e&(t+1) A&(I&E&) u(&1)&|
&1
t
e&(t&s) A&(I&E&) f (s) ds
+|
t
&
e&(t&s) A&E& f (s) ds. (3.12)
To summarize, we have established:
Proposition 3.1. Assume that (3.2) is satisfied. If the function f #
C0b(R, R
p) is such that f =T u for some u # D(T ), then any such u is given by
(3.9) for t>1 and (3.12) for t<&1, for some u(&1) # R p satisfying (3.8)
and (3.11).
3.3. The Kernel of T
If T u=0, then by setting f =0 in (3.8) and (3.11) we obtain
u(&1) # N(E&), 4u(&1) # N(I&E+).
Noting that 4 is an isomorphism, we may conclude that
:(T )=dim[N(E&) & 4&1N(I&E+)].
3.4. The Image of T
For the sake of convenience, let us introduce the following notation for
f # C 0b(R, R
p):
I1( f )=(I&E+) 4 |
1
&1
Y(s)&1 f (s) ds
+|

1
e(s&1) A+(I&E+) f (s) ds,
I2( f )=|
&1
&
e(s+1) A&E& f (s) ds.
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Note that (I&E+) I1( f )=I1( f ), and that E&I2( f )=I2( f ). If f # C 0b(R, R
p)
is in the range of T , then from (3.8), (3.11) we obtain for some u(&1) # R p
the condition
E& u(&1)=I2( f ), (I&E+) 4u(&1)=&I1( f ). (3.13)
We first give an equivalent form of this condition:
Lemma 3.2. The last condition is equivalent to the following requirement:
4I2( f )+I1( f ) # N(I&E+)+4N(E&). (3.14)
To prove necessity, assuming (3.13), we note that
(I&E+)(I1( f )+4u(&1))=0, E&(I2( f )&u(&1))=0;
thus, for some v1 , v2 we must have
u(&1)=I2( f )+(I&E&) v2 , 4u(&1)=&I1( f )&E+v1 .
Multiplying the first equality by 4 and subtracting, we obtain (3.14). To
prove sufficiency, suppose that
I1( f )+4I2( f )=&4(I&E&) v2&E+v1 .
Define u(&1) by
u(&1)=I2( f )+(I&E&) v2 . (3.15)
Then we have
4u(&1)=4I2( f )+4(I&E&) v2
=&I1( f )&E+v1 . (3.16)
Thus (3.15) and (3.16), respectively, yield
E&(u(&1)&I2( f ))=0,
(I&E+)(4u(&1)+I1( f ))=0
Then (3.13) is satisfied, and this proves the lemma.
We have seen that if f # C 0b(R, R
p) is in the range of T , then (3.14) is
satisfied. Conversely if (3.14) is satisfied, then for some u(&1) # R p, (3.13)
is satisfied. We may then define u by (3.9) for t>1 and (3.12) for t<&1.
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To show that f # R(T ), it remains to show that we can define u in the inter-
val [&1, 1] so as to obtain a global solution. The Cauchy problem with
initial data at t=&1 has a unique solution which satisfies
u(1)=4 _u(&1)+|
1
&1
Y(s)&1 f (s) ds& .
Thus, from (3.9), we see that we can obtain a global solution if we have
continuity at t=1, i.e., if the relation
E+4 _u(&1)+|
1
&1
Y(s)&1 f (s) ds&&|

1
e(s&1) A+(I&E+) f (s) ds
=4 _u(&1)+|
1
&1
Y(s)&1 f (s) ds&
holds true. This relation is an immediate consequence of the second
equality in (3.13), thus we obtain that f # R(T ).
Using condition (3.14) we can now compute the ; characteristic of T .
Define a linear map
8: C0b(R, R
p) 
R p
N(I&E+)+4N(E&)
by assigning to each f # C 0b(R, R
p) the coset of I1( f )+4I2( f ), denoted by
[I1( f )+4I2( f )]. From what we have seen, we have
R(T )=N(8).
Thus
;(T )=codim R(T )=dim R(8).
We now show that 8 is surjective. Pick x # R p, we need to find
f # C 0b(R, R
p) such that
I1( f )+4I2( f )&x # N(I&E+)+4N(E&).
If we were working with the space of (not necessarily continuous) bounded
functions we could take
f (t)=&A+x \t>1, f (t)=0 \t<1.
This function f satisfies
I1( f )+4I2( f )&x=&E+ x,
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and therefore 8( f )=[x]. However, this f is not continuous; thus, using
this idea we set
fk(t)=0 for t1,
k(1&t) A+ x for At1+
1
k
,
&A+ x for t1+
1
k
.
It is easy to compute that
I1( fk)+4I2( fk)&x=&E+x+xk ,
where
xk  0 as k  .
Since the projection map [ } ] is continuous we have
8( fk)  [x],
and since the image of 8 (being finite-dimensional) is closed we conclude
again that it contains the point [x].
Summarizing, we have shown the following:
;(T )=p&dim[N(I&E+)+4N(E&)]
=p&dim[4&1N(I&E+)+N(E&)].
Note that to obtain the last equality we used the fact that 4 is an
isomorphism.
Obviously, the operator T is Fredholm iff the operator T is Fredholm.
Using the remark at the end of Section 2, we conclude that they have the
same index.
Finally we obtain the index of the Fredholm operator T:
ind(T )=dim 4&1N(I&E+)+dim N(E&)& p
=dim N(I&E+)+dim N(E&)& p.
Therefore, we have shown:
Theorem 3.3. If condition (3.2) is satisfied then T is a Fredholm
operator, and its index is given by
ind(T )=dim N(I&E+)&dim N(I&E&).
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In particular, we see that the index is zero if E&=E+ .
We note that the formula for index can be also formulated in terms of
the number of linearly independent bounded solutions at infinity. Namely,
the index is equal to the sum of the numbers of bounded linearly independ-
ent solutions at minus and plus infinity, minus the dimension of the system
p. The particular case of zero index is considered in [6].
3.5. Second Order Operators
We consider the operator
L: C2+$(R, R p)  C $(R, R p) (3.17)
defined by the expression
u [ a(x) u"+b(x) u$+c(x) u.
Here a(x), b(x), and c(x) are smooth p_p matrices having, respectively,
the limits a\, b\, c\ as x  \. We will use the results of the previous
subsection to show that under some appropriate condition L is a Fredholm
operator and to compute its index.
In a previous paper we showed (see Theorem 2.1 in [18] for a more
general statement) the following result:
Lemma 3.4. Assume that
\! # R: T\(!)=&a\!2+b\i!+c\ is an invertible matrix. (3.18)
Then the operator L is normally solvable.
We first rewrite the system Lu= f as a first order system and consider
the first order ordinary differential operators M and T,
M: C2+$(R, R p)_C1+$(R, R p)  C1+$(R, R p)_C$(R, R p), (3.19)
T: C 1b(R, R
2p)  C 0b(R, R
2p), (3.20)
associated to the expression
(u, q) [ (u, q)$+A(u, q).
Here A denotes the matrix
A(x)=\ 0a&1c
&Ip
a&1b+ ,
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and Ip denotes the p_p identity matrix. The result in Section 3.4 (Th. 3.3)
shows that if condition (3.2) is satisfied, then T is a Fredholm operator,
and we have a formula for its index in terms of the limit matrices A\. We
remark that condition (3.2) is equivalent to condition (3.18). We now
proceed to show that under this condition, the operators M and L are also
Fredholm and have the same index as T.
Lemma 3.5. If T is Fredholm, then M also is and has the same index.
Lemma 3.6. Assume that M is Fredholm and that L is normally solvable.
Then L also is Fredholm and has the same index as M.
Combining these three lemmas we immediately obtain the desired result:
Theorem 3.7. Assume that condition (3.18) is satisfied. Then L is a
Fredholm operator, and its index is given by
ind(L)=}+&}&,
where }+ and }& are, respectively, the number of eigenvalues of the matrices
A+ and A& with positive real part.
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Let us consider the system of equations
u$= p+ f1 , p$=a&1(bp+cu+ f2).
If the solution of the homogeneous problem belongs to C1(R, R p), then
u$= p # C1+$(R, R p) (since the coefficients are Ho lder continuous), and
u(x) # C2+$(R, R p). Hence the dimension of the kernel remains the same.
Now let f1 # C1+$(R, R p), f2 # C$(R, R p). If ( f1 , f2) satisfies the solvability
conditions in C1, then there is a solution u # C1(R, R p), p # C1(R, R p). As
above, it follows that u # C2+$(R, R p) and p # C1+$(R, R p). If ( f1 , f2) does
not satisfy the solvability conditions in C1, then obviously there are no
solutions of this problem with u # C2+$(R, R p) and p # C1+$(R, R p). Hence
the solvability conditions and their number remain the same.
Proof of Lemma 3.6. We first consider the kernel of L. If u # N(L), then
we have (u, u$) # N(M). Conversely if (u, q) # N(M), then q=u$ and
u # N(L). This shows that the map u [ (u, u$) realizes an isomorphism
between N(L) and N(M); thus, we have :(L)=:(M). Let us now consider
the range of L. For fixed ( f1 , f2) # C1+$(R, R p)_C$(R, R p), from M(u, q)
=( f1 , f2) it follows that Lu=af $1+bf1+af2 . For convenience we define
the map
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?: C1+$(R, R p)_C$(R, R p)  C$(R, R p) (3.21)
( f1 , f2) [ af $1+bf1+af2 . (3.22)
Then clearly we have
?(R(M))=R(L).
By assumption R(M) has finite codimension in C1+$(R, R p)_C$(R, R p),
and R(L) is closed in C$(R, R p). Our aim is to show that the codimensions
of these two spaces are equal. Define N1=;(M)<, and N2=;(L),
and denote by [8i , i=1, ..., N1] a basis of the annihilator of R(M). Each
8i is a bounded linear functional on C1+$(R, R p)_C$(R, R p). Similarly,
denote by [Fk , k=1, ..., N2] a basis of the annihilator of R(L). Then
for fixed f =( f1 , f2) # C1+$(R, R p)_C$(R, R p) we have the following
equivalence:
f # R(M)  8i ( f )=0, i=1, ..., N1 ,
 ?f # R(L)  Fk(?f )=0, k=1, ...N2 .
Writing Gk=Fk ?, we thus have
[ f: 8i ( f )=0, i=1, ..., N1]=[ f: Gk( f )=0, k=1, ..., N2].
The functionals Gk form a family of linearly independent bounded linear
functionals on the space C1+$(R, R p)_C$(R, R p). Thus, it follows that
N1=N2 , i.e., the ; characteristics of the operators L and M are the same.
Remarks. v It is easy to verify that }\ is the number of solutions to
the equation
det(a\*2&b\*+c\)=0
which have positive real part. As for the case of first order systems of equa-
tions, we can say that the index of the operator L is equal to the sum of
the numbers of linearly independent bounded solutions of the equation
Lu=0 at plus and minus infinity, minus 2p.
v :(L) and ;(L) are determined by the projectors E + and E&.
These projectors are determined by the matrices A+ and A& and remain
the same if we consider the operator M as acting from C1+$(R, R p)_
C$(R, R p) or from C$(R, R p)_C$(R, R p).
As an example we consider the case p=1, where u(x) is a scalar valued
function and suppose that a(x)#1, b is a positive constant. If c+{0,
c&{0, then the operator is Fredholm. Its index equals 0 if c+ and c& have
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the same sign; it is 1 for c+>0, c&<0 and &1 for c+<0, c&>0. The
essential spectrum of the operators consists of two parabolas on the com-
plex plane. In the case c+<0, c&<0 both of them are completely in the
left half-plane. In the case c+>0, c&>0 both of them are partially in the
right half-plane having the origin inside the region where the large negative
numbers are. Obviously, these two curves cannot be moved to the left half-
plane by a continuous deformation such that they do not intersect zero.
Hence, two elliptic operators with the same index are not necessarily
homotopic in the class of Fredholm operators of the same form.
4. ELLIPTIC OPERATORS
4.1. Spectral Projectors
In this section we compute the index of the operator defined in the
Introduction by (1.1). We assume that bk  0, k=2, ..., n as x1  \. We
consider L as acting between the space
E=[u # C2+$(0 , R p): u |S=0]
and the space C$(0 , R p). However to compute this index it will be more
convenient to view L as an unbounded operator acting in C$(0 , R p), with
domain D(L)=E. We do so from now on. The index is the same, since the
kernel and range are unchanged. To compute ind(L) we connect L to the
operator L acting in C$(0 , R p), with the same domain E, defined by
L u=a~ (x1) 2u+b (x1)
u
x1
+c~ (x1) u. (4.1)
For the operator L we take coefficients which only depend on the variable x1 ;
a~ (x1)=a+(x1)+a&(1&(x1)),
b (x1)=b+1 (x1)+b
&
1 (1&(x1)), (4.2)
c~ (x1)=c+(x1)+c&(1&(x1)),
where (x1) is a sufficiently smooth function, equal to 1 for x11 and to
0 for x10.
We note that during the deformation
{L +(1&{) L, { # [0, 1] (4.3)
Condition 1 is satisfied and the index of the operator does not change (as
explained at the end of Section 2). Thus, instead of the operator (1.1) we
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will consider the operator (4.1). From now on we omit the tilde and it is
this operator which we denote by L.
Consider the (scalar) Laplace operator is the transverse domain,
2$: C$(0 $, R)  C$(0 $, R),
with domain
D(2$) :=[u # C2+$(0 $, R): u=0 on 0$].
Since 2$ is formally self-adjoint and 0$ is bounded, the spectrum of this
operator consists of a countable sequence of eigenvalues. Let us consider
these eigenvalues in the following order (without repetition):
} } } |k< } } <|2<|1<0.
For each k, the multiplicity mk of |k is finite, and we will denote by ,ki ,
i=1...mk an L2(0$) orthonormal basis of the associated eigenspace:
i=1, ..., mk : ,ki (x$) # R, 2$,
k
i =|k,
k
i in 0$, ,
k
i =0 on 0$.
Now consider the (vector) Laplacian in the transverse domain:
2

$: C$(0 $, R p)  C$(0 $, R p),
(4.4)
D(2

$) :=E$ :=[u # C2+$(0 $, R p): u=0 on 0$].
The spectrum of this self-adjoint operator is the same as for the scalar
Laplacian, but the multiplicity of |k is now pmk . Denote by ?$k the spectral
projector associated to the eigenvalue |k of the vector Laplacian. Then ?$k
is a bounded operator acting in C$(0 $, R p) and takes its values in E$. We
will use the fact that ?$k is continuous for the C0(0 $, R p) norm. This is an
immediate consequence of the representation of ?$k as a Dunford integral
over a bounded contour; see, for instance, [4]. If u # R(?$k), then each
component of u is a linear combination of the functions ,ki , i=1...mk .
Thus, we obtain
u(x$)= :
mk
i=1
p i,ki (x$), (4.5)
with pi # R p for each i. From now on let s be a fixed integer. We set
P$s= :
s
k=1
?$k .
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In particular, if 1 is a closed contour in the complex plane containing the
first s eigenvalues, for any v # C$(0 $, R p) we have
P$sv=
1
2i? |1 (2$&*)
&1 v d*,
and the range of P$s is equal to the corresponding eigenspace which we
denote by E$s . Finally, we define Q$s as a bounded operator acting in
C$(0 $, R p) by
Q$su=u&P$su.
We have
E$s =P$s[C$(0 $, R p)],
C$(0 $, R p)=E$s E $s , where E $s :=Q$s[C$(0 $, R p)].
Remark 4.1. As we did for ?$k , we note that P$s and Q$s are continuous
for the C0(0 $, R p) norm.
Let us set
Es =[u # C$(0 , R p): \x1 # R: u(x1 , } ) # E$s],
E s=[u # C$(0 , R p): \x1 # R: u(x1 , } ) # E $s].
We now define two operators Ps , Qs on C$(0 , R p) by
(Psu)(x1 , } )=P$s(u(x1 , } )), (Qsu)(x1 , } )=Q$s(u(x1 , } )). (4.6)
We first show a preliminary result:
Lemma 4.2. Ps and Qs are bounded projectors acting in C$(0 , R p).
Moreover, for any u # E we have
Psu, Qsu # E, and PsLu=LPs u, QsLu=LQsu. (4.7)
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We first show that Ps (and therefore Qs) takes its
values in C$(0 , R p). This amounts to checking the regularity of Psu with
respect to x1 , for u # C$(0 , R p). For fixed x1 # R, x$ # 0 $, using Remark 4.1
we have
|(Psu)(x1+h, x$)&(Psu)(x1 , x$)|&P$s(u(x1+h, } ))&P$s(u(x1 , } ))&0, 0$
K&u(x1+h, } )&u(x1 , } )&0, 0$
K&u&$, 0h$. (4.8)
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Inequality (4.8) shows that Ps , Qs are bounded operators acting in
C$(0 , R p). Clearly (from the analogous relations for P$s , Q$s) we have
(Ps)2=Ps , (Qs)2=Qs , Ps+Qs=I.
Now since P$s takes its values in E$, it follows that for u # C2+$(0 , R p), the
function Psu satisfies the boundary condition Ps u=0 on S. To show that
Psu # E, again we only need to check regularity with respect to x1 . If
u # C1+$(0 , R p) we have, as h  0,
u(x1+h, } )&u(x1 , } )
h

u
x1
(x1 , } ) in C0(0 $, R p).
Thus, using Remark 4.1:
(Psu)(x1+h, } )&(Psu)(x1 , } )
h
=P$s
u(x1+h, } )&u(x1 , } )
h
 P$s
u
x1
(x1 , } )=\Ps ux1 + (x1 , } )
in C0(0 $, R p).
We obtain for any u # C1+$(0 , R p),

x1
(Ps u)=Ps \ ux1+;
thus, for u # C2+$(0 , R p),
2
x21
(Psu)=Ps \
2u
x21+ . (4.9)
This shows that E is invariant under Ps and Qs . Clearly P$s (as a spectral
projector of 2$) commutes with 2$ and with multiplication by functions
of x1 . Thus, (4.7) follows from (4.9), and this completes the proof of the
Lemma.
Remark 4.3. R(Qs) is closed for the topology of uniform convergence
on compact subsets of 0 .
Indeed if fn # R(Qs) converges to f uniformly on compact subsets of 0 ,
then for all x1 , the function fn(x1 , } ) converges to f (x1 , } ) uniformly on 0 $.
Then it follows from Remark 4.1 that (P$s f )(x1 , } )=0, which means that
f # R(Qs).
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To compute the index of L we now define two operators L1 , L2 by
restricting L to R(Ps) and R(Qs), respectively, and with domains
D(L1)=D(L) & R(Ps), D(L2)=D(L) & R(Qs).
It follows from (4.7) that their ranges are given by
R(L1)=R(L) & R(Ps), R(L2)=R(L) & R(Qs).
This proves that if condition 1 holds true, then the unbounded operators
L1 , L2 : C$(0 , R p)  C$(0 , R p)
are normally solvable. By using an elementary lemma on the index of a
direct sum (see Appendix 1) we obtain the following result:
Theorem 4.4. Assume the operator L satisfies condition 1, and define the
operators L1 , L2 as above. If these two operators are Fredholm then L also
is, and
ind(L)=ind(L1)+ind(L2).
4.2. Computation of ind(L1)
Defining a map ?k by
(?ku)(x1 , } )=?$k(u(x1 , } )),
we obtain (as we did with Ps , Qs) a bounded projector acting in C$(0 , R p).
Also, E is invariant under ?k , and on E, the operators L and ?k commute.
We can now define an unbounded operator Lk by restricting L to R(?k),
with domain D(Lk)=E & R(?k). By the same argument as above we have
ind(L1)= :
s
k=1
ind(Lk).
If u # R(?k) we have u(x1 , } ) # R(?$k) for each x1 ; thus, in view of (4.5) we
obtain
u(x1 , x$)= :
mk
i=1
pi (x1) ,ki (x$),
with pi # C$(R, R p) for each i. Then for a given f # R(?k) written in the
form
f (x1 , x$)= :
mk
i=1
gi (x1) ,ki (x$),
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the equation Lku= f may be rewritten as
:
mk
i=1
(a(x1) p"i+b(x1) p$i+(c(x1)+|ka(x1)) p i& g i (x1)) ,ki (x$)=0.
Multiplying by ,ki (x$) and integrating over 0$ we obtain the ordinary
differential system
ap"i+bp$i+(c+|ka) p i= g i .
The index of this one dimensional problem (which is given by the results
in the previous section), which we denote by ind0k does not depend on i,
and we obtain
ind(Lk)=mk ind0k .
4.3. Computation of ind(L2)
We now show that if s is sufficiently large, then ind(L2)=0. We note
that for + large enough, the operator
L&+=C$(0 , R p)  C$(0 , R p)
with domain E has a bounded inverse defined on all of C$(0 , R p) (see
Appendix 2) and thus has index 0. Therefore, it suffices to show that for all
*0 the operator
L2&*: R(Qs)  R(Qs)
is normally solvable and has finite : characteristic (for then we may use
again the same method, with *={+, { # [0, 1]). We first prove a preliminary
lemma:
Lemma 4.5. If s is large enough, then for any * with Re(*)0, any
js+1 and ! # R:
det(&a\!2+ib\!+c\+a\| j&*){0.
Proof of Lemma 4.5. We use the fact that |j  & as j  .
Consider an eigenvalue * of the matrix
(!2&|j) \&a\+ 1!2&| j (ib\!+c\)+ .
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Noting that
" 1!2&|j (ib\!+c\)"
1
2 - &|j
&b\&+
&c\&
&|j
,
we obtain that any such * (recall a\ is positive definite) has negative real
part, provided j is large enough. This proves the claim.
Therefore, it only remains to prove the following two propositions:
Proposition 4.6. For all j, !, *, define
E \j (!, *)=&a
\!2+ib\!+c\+a\| j&*.
If * # C is such that
\! # R, js+1: det(E \j (!, *)){0, (4.10)
then the operator
L2&*: R(Qs)  R(Qs)
has finite : characteristic.
Proposition 4.7. Under the same assumption on *, the operator L2&*
is normally solvable.
Before proving these results we show:
Lemma 4.8. Under the same assumption on *, the problem
a\ 2u+b\
u
x1
+c\u=*u, u |S=0 (4.11)
has no nontrivial solution in R(Qs).
Proof of Lemma 4.8. Proceeding by contradiction, let us assume that
(4.10) holds true, and let u # R(Qs) be a nontrivial solution to (4.11).
For fixed k>s and 1imk we multiply (4.11) by ,ki (x$) and integrate
over 0$. Defining pki by
pki (x1)=|
0$
u(x1 , x$) ,ki (x$) dx$ # R
p
we obtain after two integration by parts:
a\pk"i +b
\pk$i +(a
\|k+c\&*) pki =0.
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Here the prime denotes derivation with respect to x1 . Since pki is bounded
we may view it as a tempered distribution; thus, we may apply the Fourier
transform with respect to x1 . Since E \k (!, *) is invertible we obtain that p^
k
i
is identically zero; thus, by the inversion theorem pki also is identically zero.
This contradiction proves the lemma.
Proof of Proposition 4.6. We prove that :(L2&*) is finite by showing
that the unit ball in the null space N(L2&*) is compact in E s . Consider a
sequence uk # N(L2&*), with |uk |2+$, 0=1. Then we can find a sub-
sequence (still denoted by uk) which converges to some function u0 in the
space C2(A) p for any compact subset A of 0 . Note that u0 # C2+$(0 , R p).
We are going to show that the convergence is uniform on 0 . If this were
not the case, we would have (again for some subsequence)
|uk(xk)&u0(xk)|$>0
for some xk # 0. Because of the uniform convergence on compact sets we
have
|xk|  .
Consider now the following shifted functions:
wk(x)=uk(x1+xk1 , x$)&u0(x1+x
k
1 , x$).
Note that the sequence wk is bounded in C2+$(0 , R p), and that
||k(0, xk2 , ..., x
k
n)|$.
Thus, we can find a subsequence which converges to some w0 # C2+$(0 , R p),
in C2(A) p for any compact subset A of 0 . Passing to the limit k   in
the relations
a(x1+xk1) 2wk(x)+b(x1+x
k
1)
wk
x1
(x)
+c(x1+xk1) wk(x)=*wk(x) x # 0,
wk(x)=0 x # 0,
we obtain that w0 is a nontrivial solution to the problem (4.11). We now
show that w0 # R(Qs). Applying Remark 4.3 to uk we see that u0 , and
therefore uk&u0 , belong to R(Qs). Clearly any shift of an element of R(Qs)
remains in R(Qs), thus wk , w0 # R(Qs). This contradicts the conclusion of
Lemma 4.8; thus, we have shown that uk converges to u0 uniformly on 0 .
It then follows from Schauder’s estimates that the convergence also holds
in C2+$(0 , R p), and this completes the proof of Proposition 4.6.
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Proof of Proposition 4.7. Pick a sequence fn=(L2&*) un in R(L2&*)
=R(L) & R(Qs), converging to f in C$(0 , R p). Because Qs is a bounded
operator we have f # R(Qs). From Proposition 4.6 it follows that N(L2&*)
has a direct complement W in R(Qs); thus, we may write
un=vn+wn , vn # N(L2&*), wn # W.
If wn is bounded in C2+$(0 , R p), then as in the previous proof we can
obtain a subsequence (still denoted wn) which converges to some w0 # E in
C2(A, R p) for any compact subset A of 0 . Thus, fn=(L2&*) wn converges
to (L2&*) w0 , and f # R(L2&*). If wn is not bounded in C2+$(0 , R p),
then let us set
w~ n=
wn
|wn |2+$, 0
, f n=
fn
|wn | 2+$, 0
.
As above we extract a subsequence of w~ n converging in C2 on compact sets
to some w0 # W. Then (L2&*) w~ n= f n converges to 0; thus, (L2&*) w0
=0, a contradiction. This completes the proof of the Proposition.
Thus, we have proved the following theorem:
Theorem 4.9. Consider the operator
L: C$(0 , R p)  C$(0 , R p), D(L)=[u # C2+$(0 , R p): u |S=0]
defined by
Lu=a(x) 2u+ :
n
j=1
b j (x)
u
xj
+c(x) u.
Assume that for any j2 we have bj (x)  0 as x1  \, and assume
Condition 1. Define the coefficients a~ (x1), b (x1), and c~ (x1) by (4.2), (4.3),
and let |k denote the eigenvalues of the Laplace operator in the section of
the cylinder, with the boundary condition u=0 on 0$.
Then the operator L is Fredholm if and only if the operators
Lk: C2+$(R, R p)  C$(R, R p)
defined by
Lkv=a~ (x1) v"+b (x1) v$+(c~ (x1)+a~ (x1) |k) v
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are Fredholm for all k. This occurs if and only if for any integer k and all
! # R, the matrices
Ek(!) :=&a\!2+ib\1 !+c
\+a\|k
are invertible. In this case only finitely many of the indices ind(Lk) are
different from zero and
ind(L)= :

k=1
mk ind(Lk),
where mk , is the multiplicity of the eigenvalue |k .
5. APPENDIX
1. A Lemma on the Index of a Direct Sum
Let X be a Banach space and L: X  X an unbounded normally solvable
operator with domain D(L)=E. Let P, Q be two bounded projectors
acting in X, with P+Q=IX . Assume that for any x # E
Px # E and LPx=PLx.
Define two (unbounded) operators L1 , L2 by taking restrictions of L:
L1 : R(P)  R(P), L2 : R(Q)  R(Q),
D(L1)=R(P) & E, D(L2)=R(Q) & E.
Then L1 and L2 are normally solvable, and
ind(L)=ind(L1)+ind(L2).
2. Inveritibility of the Operator L&+
Let the operator L be given by (1.1). We show that for real, positive, and
sufficiently large +, the operator L&+ is Fredholm, and the dimension of
its kernel and the codimension of its image equal zero.
The Fredholm property of the operator L&+ follows from Theorem 2.1
and from the remark after the theorem. Its index is zero because there
exists a homotopy of this operator to the operator 2&+ in the class of
Fredholm operators [18].
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It remains to show that the problem
Lu=+u=0, u|0=0
has no nontrivial solution. To this end we introduce a positive function
,(x1) such that ,(x1)=exp(&_|x1 | ) for some positive _ and for |x1 |1.
We multiply the last equation by ,a&1, take the inner product with u, and
integrate over 0. After some standard computations we obtain
0 :
p
i=1
|
0 \&,+
=
2
|,|+M1
=
2
,+ |{ui |2 dx
+|
0 \
1
2=
|,$|+
M2
2=
,&+k1,+ |u|2 dx. (5.1)
Here we used the fact that the matrix a&1 is positive definite,
(a&1(x) u, u)k1(u, u), x # 0 , u # R p,
and inequalities of the type
}, u jx i uk }
=
2
, } ujxi }
2
+
1
2=
, |uk | 2.
The constants M1 and M2 are positive and independent of u(x) and ,(x1);
=>0 can be taken arbitrary. For = sufficiently small and + sufficiently large,
(5.1) can hold only for u#0.
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